New Policies for Old Trees: Averting a Global Crisis in a Keystone Ecological Structure
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Abstract
Large old trees are critical organisms and ecological structures in forests, woodlands, savannas, and agricultural and urban environments. They play many essential ecological roles ranging from the storage of large amounts of carbon to the provision of key habitats for wildlife. Some of these roles cannot be replaced by other structures. Large old trees are disproportionately vulnerable to loss in many ecosystems worldwide as a result of accelerated rates of mortality, impaired recruitment, or both. Drivers of loss, such as the combined impacts of fire and browsing by domestic or native herbivores, chemical spray drift in agricultural environments, and postdisturbance salvage logging, are often unique to large old trees but also represent ecosystem-specific threats. Here, we argue that new policies and practices are urgently needed to conserve existing large old trees and restore ecologically effective and viable populations of such trees by managing trees and forests on much longer time scales than is currently practiced, and by protecting places where they are most likely to develop. Without these steps, large old trees will vanish from many ecosystems, and associated biota and ecosystem functions will be severely diminished or lost.

Introduction
Animal ecologists have long been aware that populations of large and long-lived species can be particularly vulnerable to decline and hence are often among those taxa considered to be extinction prone (Fritz et al. 2009). Examples include whales, island populations of some species of tortoises, and large apex predators. We contend that these concerns also apply to populations of large, old trees, which demonstrably are undergoing major declines in a wide range of ecosystems worldwide (Figures 1 and 2).

Examples of widespread tree mortality in forests have been well documented (van Manigem et al. 2009; Allen et al. 2010), but it is less well known that large old trees are disproportionately vulnerable to loss from many ecosystems (Lindenmayer et al. 2012b). Large old trees are often those deliberately targeted for cutting or removal during logging (Linder & Ostlund 1998), firewood collection (Driscoll et al. 2000), the intensification of agriculture (Maron & Fitzsimons 2007), and in urban areas where human safety is a concern (Carpaneto et al. 2010). In some ecosystems, large old trees can be susceptible to disease, insect attack and dieback (Palik et al. 2011; Simard et al. 2012).

Rapid declines in large old trees will have major negative impacts on a suite of ecosystem processes and the persistence of species dependent on them. We argue that...
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new policies must better protect existing large old trees and promote their recruitment. These new policies must span unprecedented temporal scales (centuries) and be implemented over large spatial scales (landscapes and regions). New policies must lead to fundamental changes in management, including cessation or modification of large old tree harvest, planning to foster future large old tree recruitment, reduction in vegetation clearing, restored natural fire regimes, reduction in grazing pressures, and altered urban planning.

Prior to our policy discussion, we provide a simple definition of large old trees, summarize the ecological roles they play, and outline examples of ecosystems characterized by a rapid loss of large old trees. Although our primary focus is on large old trees, we acknowledge that in some ecosystems, old trees may not be particularly tall or large in diameter, but nevertheless have a range of important ecological roles and be at risk of decline (Silva et al. 2010).

Defining large old trees

The definition of both large and old in the context of large old trees is specific to a given ecosystem, tree species, and set of environmental conditions (e.g., site productivity). The combination of large size and prolonged age are critical factors influencing such processes as rates of internal wood decay and habitat suitability for biota. These conditions lead to large old trees having distinctive characteristics reflecting the long-term developmental processes they have experienced, such as large cavities, extensive branching patterns, and vertically and horizontally complex canopy structures (Franklin et al. 2002). For example, it can be a long time before large cavities develop: more than a century in Douglas-fir forests in North America (Pseudotsuga menziesii) (Franklin et al. 2002), 120–220+ years in many Australian Eucalyptus-dominated forests (Gibbons & Lindenmayer 2002), and >200 years in European Pedunculate Oak forests (Quercus robur) (Ranius et al. 2009).

Researchers in some ecosystems have rigorous approaches for characterizing large old trees from other trees in the same environment. For example, Van Pelt (2008) developed a dichotomous key for identification of large old trees of several species in the forests of eastern Washington, USA. This was based on distinctive morphological features such as large diameter, dead tops, loss of lower limbs, and deeply fissured bark.

The ecological importance of large old trees

Large old trees play many critical ecological roles (Table S1). They are also an important component of cultural identity for many groups of people (Dafni 2006). Many ecological roles that large old trees play cannot be replaced with other structures. For example, the nesting opportunities for some fauna provided by large old trees cannot be replaced in some ecosystems by artificial structures like nest boxes (Lindenmayer et al. 2009).
Large old trees are not simply enlarged versions of young trees and large young trees cannot duplicate all the functional roles that large old trees can play. For example, in some Scandinavian forests, large young trees lack the deeply fissured rough bark needed by bryophytes (Thor et al. 2010). The irreplaceable roles of large old trees make them a “keystone structure”—a disproportionately important provider of resources crucial for other species (Manning et al. 2006).

The keystone roles of large old trees mean that declines in populations of these trees can have major negative ecological impacts such as substantially reducing levels of carbon storage (Laurance et al. 1997). It also can lead to significant declines in species closely associated with large old trees (Orwig 2002). For instance, the rapid decline in populations of large old Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) trees in mainland southeastern Australia could cause the global extinction of the nationally endangered Leadbeater’s Possum (Gymnobelideus leadbeateri) (Lindenmayer et al. 2012a). Removal of large old trees within the city of Rome put at risk populations of saproxylic insects of conservation concern (Carpaneto et al. 2010).

A global decline in populations of large old trees

Examples of the rapid decline in populations of large old trees

In Table S2 we summarize many examples of the rapid loss of large old trees from all vegetated continents and from a wide range of natural and human-modified environments (Figure 1). For instance, there is an almost complete absence of living trees over 50 cm in diameter in Swedish mid-boreal forest, despite these forests supporting 38–77 such trees per hectare a century earlier (Linder et al. 1998). In logged Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forests of western North America, the density of large dead trees (>63.5 cm diameter) is <1% of that in unlogged stands (Wilhere 2003). Projections of the future abundance of large old trees across the Australian mainland Mountain Ash forest estate show a severe population decline from an average of 5.1 large old trees per ha in 1998 to an average of ~0.6 per ha in 50 years’ time (Lindenmayer et al. 2012a). Projections from ongoing studies in fragmented Brazilian rainforest (Laurance et al. 2000) suggest that ~53% of the large old trees (≥60 cm...
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Figure 3  Simple conceptual model of drivers of recruitment failure and accelerated loss of large old trees. The breakpoints in the diagram highlight disruptions to key processes required to maintain existing large old trees and ensure tree recruitment.

diameter) initially present have died in the past three decades.

Major losses of large old trees are occurring in non-forested environments such as agricultural areas, savannas, and urban landscapes. For example, within 50–100 years in Australian agricultural landscapes subject to intensive grazing by domestic livestock, tens of millions of large old trees will be lost and not replaced through recruitment. This will leave ∼42.5% of more than one million ha of grazing land supporting <0.5 large old trees per ha (Fischer et al. 2010) compared with benchmark densities (i.e., those prior to European settlement) of ∼30–40 per ha for this area (Gibbons et al. 2010a). Similar problems have been identified in intensively grazed landscapes in North America, Latin America, and southern Europe (Gibbons et al. 2008).

In Australian tropical savannas, repeated fire resulted in the death of ∼75% of large old trees and killed numerous intermediate-sized trees that might otherwise have replaced older stems (Williams et al. 1999). Widespread large tree loss also has characterized African savannas, largely through the effects of elephant browsing, fire, and other factors (Shannon et al. 2011). In Rome, Italy, more than one-third of large old Holm Oaks (Quercus ilex) are planned for removal because of human safety concerns (Carpaneto et al. 2010).

Drivers of decline in populations of large old trees

The drivers of declines in populations of large old trees are intentional removal, elevated rates of mortality, insufficient recruitment, and interacting combinations of these factors (Figure 3). Large old trees are intentionally removed for land clearing (Maron & Fitzsimons 2007) and human safety or infrastructure development (Carpaneto et al. 2010). In wood production forests, large old trees are selectively sought for harvesting (Gibbons et al. 2010b) although in others there are now prohibitions on removal of larger trees (Franklin & Johnson 2012).

Large old trees are particularly prone to elevated mortality through a range of factors including:

- Wildfire (Lindenmayer et al. 2012a) and prescribed burning (Linder et al. 1998).
- Drought (Nepstad et al. 2007).
- Altered grazing and browsing regimes (Fischer et al. 2010; Paltto et al. 2011).
- Competition with invasive plants (Bhagwat et al. 2012).
- Climatic extremes (Allen et al. 2010).
- Air pollution including herbicide drift (Marrs et al. 1993).
- Disease or insect attack (van Mantgem et al. 2009; Simard et al. 2012).
- Habitat fragmentation and associated edge effects (Laurance et al. 2000).

Recruitment of large old trees can be diminished due to high-intensity grazing or browsing from domestic or native herbivores (Fischer et al. 2010; Shannon et al. 2011) or competition with other plants (Phillips et al. 2002) including exotic species (Ramaswami & Sukumar 2011). Recruitment of large old trees also can be substantially curtailed by high-severity wildfires which remove
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Drivers of large old tree loss can interact (Figure 3). Examples include: (1) the combined impacts of fire and browsing by herbivores (Shannon et al. 2011), (2) the interaction of fire and fire-prone exotic plants (Setterfield et al. 2005), (3) the interaction between fire, beetle attack, and tree age (Sanjoro et al. 2001), and (4) salvage logging whereby a natural disturbance (e.g., fire, insect attack) is followed by cutting of remaining trees (Lindenmayer et al. 2008).

In some ecosystems, such as those subject to intensive industrial forestry, there is little or no intent to provide a continuous supply of large old trees, which results in the effective extinction of these keystone structures. In others, drivers of large old tree loss can create a “temporary extinction,” that is, a prolonged period between the loss of existing large old trees and the recruitment of new ones (Gibbons et al. 2010b). The length of a temporary extinction may vary (e.g., 50 to 300 + years), depending on a tree species’ life history (e.g., growth rate, decay rate, and reproductive strategy) and the nature of the drivers of the problem (and whether the problem is addressed).

Temporary extinction has the potential to drive species strongly dependent on large old trees to permanent local or even global extinction. In other cases, existing large old trees may be doomed to eventual extinction because the animals that dispersed their seeds have disappeared—as has been documented in tropical forests (Janzen 1986).

Policy and conservation management implications

The drivers of the loss of large old trees often manifest as ecosystem-specific threats (Table S2). Examples include: (1) the burning of slash left after logging (Gibbons et al. 2010b), (2) chemical drift in agricultural and urban environments (Landsberg & Wylie 1991), and (3) agricultural land abandonment in parts of Scandinavia in which large old trees become susceptible to being shaded by surrounding young regrowth stems and lose their distinctive microhabitat attributes and associated biota (Paltto et al. 2011). A key policy and management directive must be to develop strategies to limit such ecosystem-specific threats. Such new policies will need to span unprecedented temporal scales (centuries) and very large spatial scales (landscapes and regions). These new policies also must go beyond past traditional approaches, such as those focusing on the need to conserve old-growth forest. This is because the issue of conserving large old trees extends beyond forest ecosystems and, in agricultural and urban environments, entails maintaining small stands of scattered trees or even individual stems (Manning et al. 2006; Carpento et al. 2010).

Preventing the deliberate removal of large old trees

A critical step in large old tree management is to stop felling them where they persist and begin restoring populations where they have been depleted. This is appropriate both in natural environments and in human-dominated environments such as urban landscapes. Improved regulation is critical for tackling this issue. Importantly, in some industrial forest estates such as those in Scandinavia and western North America, large old trees are no longer targeted for deliberate removal because of logging bans (Franklin & Johnson 2012), or because they are too large for harvesting equipment and processing infrastructure. However, large old trees are often extremely rare in such landscapes and policies to ensure their protection as well as promote the recruitment of new cohorts of large old trees remain relevant (see below).

Within wood-production forests, new retention-harvesting approaches (Gustafsson et al. 2012) are needed to conserve existing large old living and dead trees. In multiple-use landscapes where there are demands to harvest commodities such as timber and cereal crops, extraction or production should focus on areas where large old trees have the lowest probability of developing.

New policies are needed to limit deliberate removal of large old trees in agricultural areas, such as where central-pivot irrigation systems are used or where pastures with scattered trees are converted into treeless crop-land (Maron & Fitzsimons 2007). In other agricultural ecosystems, such as those in parts of northern Europe, large old trees have developed on farmland over many hundreds of years as a result of human activities like recurrent pruning, mowing, and livestock grazing. These trees, and the key ecological roles they play, are now threatened by land abandonment and the subsequent development of secondary regrowth forest. Although forest regeneration is broadly desirable, there might be special circumstances in which dense regrowth may threaten large old trees and there may be a need to maintain open areas around them (Widerberg et al. 2012).

Large old trees can have cultural as well as ecological values in urban environments (e.g., see Thauitsa et al. 2008), and activities like strategic pruning or cabling...
rather than outright removal may be needed to protect them while ensuring human safety.

In some natural ecosystems, enhanced protection may require a return to past disturbance regimes such as patchy, low-intensity fires rather than infrequent but high-intensity fires which can devastate large old trees (Murphy & Russell-Smith 2010). In other cases, it may be necessary to implement mechanical treatments to reduce fuels prior to the restoration of historical fire regimes—as for example in the Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) forests of western North America (Franklin & Johnson 2012).

An important policy development in many environments will be the creation of a register of large old trees that aims to promote their protection. Such registries have already been established in some jurisdictions such as the Australian States of Victoria and Tasmania (e.g., http://www.gianttrees.com.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=496&Itemid=83), the United Kingdom (http://www.treeregister.org/), and North America (e.g., http://bigtrees.forestry.ubc.ca/). This is a welcome development. However, the locations of some trees may need to be kept secret to reduce the risks of vandalism, but this may preclude other kinds of formal protection. Second, the criterion for listing can sometimes be so demanding that very few trees meet the qualification requirements and hence the approach fails to meet the need to maintain viable populations of large old trees. For example, during ∼30 years of work in the Mountain Ash forests of Victoria, more than 1,550 large old trees have been measured on a repeated basis (Lindenmayer et al. 2012a). However, only four of these trees have dimensions (>4m in diameter or 85m in height) that would result in them being eligible for listing (see http://www.vicforests.com.au/assets/protecting%20victoria’s%20giants%20(march%20’11).pdf). Finally, few registries of large old trees make provision for the recruitment of new trees to replace existing ones as they die and collapse. Hence, they do not foster the development of appropriate age cohorts of trees and thus a viable age class structure (see below).

Promoting tree recruitment

While limiting rates of removal and mortality can be critical for limiting losses of large old trees, there is also a need to protect and manage the tree recruitment and maturation process in some ecosystems. Examples include environments subject to recurrent high-intensity grazing by domestic livestock that impairs the effective recruitment of new young trees (Fischer et al. 2009) or those ecosystems where the recruitment of native trees is thwarted by intense competition with invasive exotic plants (Ramaswami & Sukumar 2011).

New policies to promote the recruitment of large old trees should include: (1) fostering low-intensity rotational grazing regimes for domestic livestock and reducing fertilizer and herbicide use in agricultural landscapes (Fischer et al. 2009); (2) applying silvicultural practices within wood-production forests such as variable retention harvest systems (Gustafsson et al. 2012) and ecological thinning regimes (Carey et al. 1999); and (3) controlling invasive plants (Ramaswami & Sukumar 2011).

Protecting refugia for large old trees

Large old trees are more likely to be recruited and to persist in particular parts of landscapes like deep sheltered valleys (Mackey et al. 2002). Entire landscapes may need to be managed to maintain refugia for large old trees. For instance, refugia might be excluded from commodity production activities like timber extraction and the cultivation of crops. The management of landscapes to maintain refugia also should control other kinds of human disturbances so they do not interact with natural disturbances and create “landscape traps” (Lindenmayer et al. 2011), in which entire landscapes are shifted into highly compromised, irreversible states as the result of temporal and spatial feedbacks between human and natural disturbance regimes. In Mountain Ash forests, for example, industrial logging interacts with wildfires, leading to spatial contagion of repeated high-severity fires. This situation has created homogenized, young regenerating stands that have an increased risk of reburning before they can mature, promoting the loss and recruitment failure of large old trees over entire landscapes (Lindenmayer et al. 2011). Landscape traps are developing in disturbed, increasingly fire-prone tropical rainforests (Cochrane & Laurance 2008), temperate forests (Thompson et al. 2007), and tropical savannas (Williams et al. 1999), making these ecosystems vulnerable to the widespread decline of large old trees.

Long-term policy implementation

Policies must be implemented long before problems result from the loss of large old trees. This is because, unlike many other organisms with a shorter life history, once old trees are gone, it can take centuries to restore them. Delayed action, such as a failure to address problems leading to even slightly elevated accelerated rates of mortality among large old trees, can significantly promote rates of loss (Ball et al. 1999) and prolong temporal extinction. This further underscores the importance of the strategies...
outlined above about the need to protect existing large old trees.

Long-term policies to retain and restore large old tree populations run counter to much existing resource management where action is forthcoming only once a “crisis” has developed—when it is too late to avoid “temporary extinction” of the large old tree growth stage. Demographic modeling, for instance, can highlight the importance of long-term policies by illustrating the long-term impacts of factors that lead to even modest but nevertheless chronic increases in the mortality of large old trees (Laurance et al. 2000).

**Going beyond traditional endangered species in conservation management**

Policies aimed at sustaining large old trees must accommodate differences from the traditional conservation approaches that aim to prevent the extinction of endangered species. In some cases, rather than a given tree species going extinct, its large old life stage may go extinct temporarily or permanently. Hence, there is “functional extinction” where the key ecological roles of large old trees are lost even though the particular tree species remains extant. As an example, large overstorey American Chestnut (*Castanea dentata*) trees have been decimated by Chestnut Blight (*Cryphonectria parasitica*). The tree species has not gone extinct but several invertebrate species closely associated with the American Chestnut have (Orwig 2002). Thus, new policies and practices must be formulated and implemented to conserve a tree population age structure through proactive management decades or even centuries in advance. One option may be to list particular tree species under Appendix II of CITES based on their key functional ecological roles in a given ecosystem. This may create a policy pathway for protecting large old trees if the trade in timber or other commodities can be demonstrated to cause irreversible harm.

**Conclusions**

Large old trees are critical organisms and key structural attributes in forests, agricultural areas, and urban environments worldwide. However, they are vulnerable to intentional or incidental destruction and are at risk of rapid temporary or even permanent extinction. Existing policies are failing. New policies and management actions are required to conserve existing large old trees, provide for their recruitment, and maintain an age structure for tree populations that ensures a perpetual supply of large old trees thereby sustaining the critical functional properties that such trees provide. Without urgent action this iconic growth stage and the biota and ecological functions associated with it are in danger of being seriously depleted or even lost in many ecosystems.
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